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Library Media Specialist Stacy Olson shows kindergarteners at Rita Murphy Elementary School in Bismarck, N.D., how to draw a circle using small, handheld robots called
Ozobots that move and follow a marker line.

CYBERSECURITY
EDITOR’S NOTE

School districts are facing an increasing
number of cybersecurity threats each year. In
this Spotlight, examine cyberattack statistics,
discover how district leaders are combating
and preventing cyberattacks, and learn the
importance of practicing online ethics.
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K-12 Cybersecurity Lessons Learned
From ‘Constant Barrage of Attacks’
By Benjamin Herold

—Kristina Barker for Education Week

W

hen hackers struck
one-third of North
Dakota’s schools with
a vicious malware attack last February, it
highlighted the growing cyber threat
facing America’s public-education sector—even in a state that’s ahead of the
cybersecurity curve.
“It moved quickly, and it didn’t care
what it hit,” said Sean Wiese, North Dakota’s chief information security officer.
“Just like any corporate environment,
we have a constant barrage of attacks
at our front door.”
For this special report on K-12 cybersecurity challenges, Education Week
spoke with state and local technology officials across North Dakota. We also surveyed the nation’s school technology leaders, in partnership with the Consortium
for School Networking. The aim was to
better understand both the nature of the
cyber threats schools face, and the steps
they are taking in response.
The results paint a mostly worrisome
picture.
In North Dakota alone, for example,
the state network used by K-12 schools,
state universities, and other public
agencies experiences 5.7 million known
cyberattacks every month, officials said.
Nationwide, though, recognition of
such dangers is still mostly low.
There is some good news that edtech leaders are getting their heads
out of the sand: More than half of K-12
CTOs now say phishing scams are a significant or very significant problem, up
from 48 percent last year, according to
the Education Week/CoSN survey.
But when it comes to ransomware
attacks, data breaches, distributed
denial-of-service attacks, and even the
kind of malware that slammed North
Dakota, 70 percent or more of the respondents don’t see a serious threat. In
many cases, the percentage of school
technology leaders perceiving such hazards as a serious problem has actually
declined since 2017.

Kindergartener Jakinley Scholin works on a
robotics activity at Rita Murphy Elementary
School. To secure its networks now and also
prepare students for the future workforce, the
13,000-student Bismark district has emphasized
cybersecurity training for staff and students alike.

A similar dynamic is at work when
it comes to taking preventative action.
School districts do seem to have gone on
a spending spree: 59 percent of school
tech leaders now say they are purchasing cybersecurity-related products and
services, compared with just 29 percent
a year ago.
But there have been only slight upticks in the percentages of school technology leaders who say they’re taking
basic steps to improve their districts’
cyber hygiene, like monitoring network
traffic in real-time. Nearly half of K-12
technology leaders say their districts
don’t have a formal password policy
that is widely followed. One in four don’t
have a password policy at all.
“Relying solely on ad hoc efforts to
manage school cybersecurity risk is
like playing football without a helmet,”
said Doug Levin, the CEO of consulting
group EdTech Strategies, which oper-

ates the K-12 Cybersecurity Resource
Center. “The digital threats facing
schools today are greater than they have
ever been, and it is only a matter of time
before a preventable incident blindsides
a member of the school community.”

‘Our First Line of Defense’
In North Dakota, cybersecurity is increasingly top-of-mind.
“In the old days, you didn’t wake up
thinking about security,” said Casey
Mueller, the director of core technology
for the 13,000-student Bismarck school
system, who started with the district
as an intern back in 2001, when he
was still in high school. “Now, you do a
check first thing every day to make sure
things are functioning as expected.”
That kind of vigilance helped Bismarck schools ward off the February
2018 malware attack that swept through
the state. Mueller said the district is
lucky to have the capacity and resources
to tend to many cybersecurity basics.
“We make sure we stay up to date on
security patches, we train users, and
we enforce a password scheme,” he said.
“When you start looking at rural North
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Dakota, though, you often have a tech
coordinator who is also the baseball and
wrestling coach. They don’t have the
skill set or know-how to stay on top of
these things.”
That fundamental staffing challenge
is evident across the country: Overall,
just 25 percent of K-12 schools have a
full-time staff member dedicated to ensuring network security, according to
the CoSN survey data. In rural schools,
that figure plummets to 8 percent.
While North Dakota is the leastdensely populated state in the continental U.S., it does have some advantages.
The state department of information
technology manages a statewide broadband network known as STAGEnet.
Each day, more than a quarter-million
users across 400 separate public entities—including the state’s 227 K-12
school districts—use the network. Much
of the work of monitoring and filtering
incoming traffic is handled at the state
level, taking some of the burden off under-resourced schools.
There’s also a push underway to get
the North Dakota legislature to adopt a
“one state, one security” approach that
would consolidate cybersecurity strategy in the state’s information technology
department.
Levin of EdTech Strategies said
there’s “a lot that makes sense” about
such a statewide approach to cybersecurity, less-comprehensive versions of
which can also be found in Kansas, Missouri, North Carolina, and Utah. But
it’s not a cure-all.
In Bismarck, the state-level support has complemented local work, said
Mueller’s boss, district technology director Tanna Kincaid.
One of the biggest benefits, she said,
has been helping elevate the sense of
urgency within the district, which has
helped smooth her team’s efforts on issues like improving staff members’
password practices.
“When you first start, people are
like, ‘Why do I have to have a 14-character password?’ ” Kincaid said. “But most
of our users now understand that’s our
first line of defense.”

Start With Basic Steps
The K-12 Cybersecurity Resource
Center documented 122 publicly reported cyberattacks on schools in 2018. Well
over half resulted in the sensitive data
of students or staff being compromised.
That’s probably the tip of the iceberg.

Levin said it’s critical that districts
not wait to take basic steps.
“Just like we know that eating right
and exercising can lead to a healthier
life, there are basic cyber hygiene practices—such as deploying anti-malware
and anti-phishing technology, ensuring
IT systems are backed up, implementing multi-factor authentication, and offering user training—that can make a
big difference,” he said.
Still, national survey data suggests
that remains a heavy lift.
More than one-third of K-12 tech
leaders say their district either doesn’t
have a password policy, or has a policy
that isn’t widely followed. And just 40
percent of districts that do have password policies include monitoring of login attempts to district accounts, a common security measure, according to the
nationally representative CoSN/Education Week Research Center survey.
Just 14 percent of respondents require multi-factor authentication. Only
19 percent have a cybersecurity plan.
There wasn’t any increase from 2017
to 2018 in the percentage of K-12 CTOs
who are training teachers and students
around good cybersecurity practices.
Bismarck, at least, is working on
that last piece.
But even North Dakota’s largest
school district says it’s not where it
would like to be. Despite the emphasis
on greater password security, the district still doesn’t have an official password policy, Kincaid and Mueller said.
Nor is it yet requiring multi-factor authentication on district accounts.

‘Ramp Up Our Efforts’
And in school systems like the
1,000-student New Town, N.D., district,
the barriers are even more profound.
Located on the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation in the oil fields of the state’s
northwestern corner, the New Town
district serves a transient population
of mostly Native American students living in poverty. It’s a huge challenge to
retain or recruit technology talent, said
Kara Four Bear, who recently became
principal of the local middle school.
There are also plenty of more immediately pressing needs.
“When I came on last year, the school
was very much in need of some good
old-fashioned love,” she said. “It needed
somebody to care about the curriculum,
the students and the teachers, even the
building.”
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Empowering Teachers
& Students to Protect
Computer Networks
A big part of the K-12 cybersecurity
challenge is technical.
But education and training are
also huge—both for teachers for
the present, and when it comes to
preparing students for the future.
That’s especially crucial in North
Dakota, where schools are all on a
statewide network shared by other
public agencies, said Matthew G.
Scherbenske, a deputy director in the
office of academic support in the state
department of public instruction.
“It’s very important that we get
our students to understand what
their role is,” Scherbenske said.
To help make that happen, the state
has adopted a K-20W Cyber Education
initiative. It includes embedding
cybersecurity throughout new
statewide computer science standards,
improving cybersecurity training for
in-service teachers, and focusing on
cybersecurity-workforce development.
Misti Werle has been on the
frontlines of that work. In her work
coordinating the school libraries in
the 13,000-student Bismarck district,
she’s long made digital citizenship
and online safety points of emphasis.
Recently, though, Werle has also
been on the state committee writing
the new cybersecurity-heavy state
computer-science standards. The focus
starts in kindergarten and runs through
high school, with specific grade-level
standards around such cybersecurity
strategies as password management,
as well as broader skills like coding.
“We know not all students are going
to be cybersecurity specialists in
the future. But all of them will be
dealing with day-to-day things like
accessing medical and banking
records,” Werle said. “These are skills
all students are going to need.”

ADVERTISEMENT

Affordable, easy-tomanage technology

Keep your students, teachers, and school safe with built-in capabilities, cloudpowered intelligence and the highest standards of security, privacy and
compliance:
•Protect your school and students. Secure identities, apps, data, and devices so you
create a safe teaching and learning environment.
•Gain intelligent, continuous compliance and stay ahead of security challenges.
Protect your data, manage mobile devices and apps, and virtualize your desktops with
identity-driven innovations that keep your school secure. Ensure privacy and
compliance across devices and safeguard information with Microsoft Enterprise
Mobility and Security.
Learn more at http://aka.ms/securityedu

Four Bear said she’s worked hard
to make technology part of her transformation efforts. New Town Middle is
trying to build a 1-to-1 program. Most
classrooms have document cameras and
smart televisions. Four Bear has arranged for her staff to receive training
from the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education, housed in the federal
government. For extracurriculars, her
students now take part in afterschool
STEM clubs and NASA competitions.
“There’s no more bringing in the rodeo clown,” she said.
But such efforts don’t leave much time
or money to focus on network security.
Being able to rely on the state information technology department has helped.
But cybersecurity is just one in a long
line of priorities to worry about—and it
rarely makes it to the top of the list.
“It’s an area where we really need to
ramp up our efforts,” Four Bear said.
“We can’t just be building managers
anymore.”
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Student Jeremiah Veach shows the computer he built at Legacy High School in Bismarck, N.D.
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Student Hackers Are Facing an Uncertain Future
Jeremy Currier and Seth Stephens should be the cybersecurity workers of
tomorrow. Instead, they’re at the center of a possible criminal investigation
By Benjamin Herold
R ochester Hills, Mich.

T

he hack started small, in 7th
grade, when they bypassed
their middle school’s internet
filters to watch YouTube during lunch.
But by the time Jeremy Currier and
Seth Stephens were caught, more than
two years later, their exploits had given
them extraordinary reign over the computer network of the Rochester Community Schools, a well-to-do suburban district about 45 minutes outside Detroit.
The teens had access to the logins,
passwords, phone numbers, locker combinations, lunch balances, and grades of
all 15,000 of their classmates.
They could view teachers’ tests, answer keys, and email messages.
They could control the district’s se-

curity cameras and remotely operate its
desktop computers via their phones.
The boys were even using district
servers to mine for cryptocurrency.
“It wasn’t anything malicious,” said
Jeremy, now 15. “I mostly just wanted to
figure out what else I could do.”
That’s not how Rochester school officials saw it. Though there’s no evidence
to date that Jeremy and Seth directly
threatened anyone, the district expelled
both boys, then referred them to the
county sheriff’s office.
Now, the case is raising a number of
big questions. Chief among them: How
can schools better develop the potential
of children with advanced computing
skills and a penchant for probing boundaries—before things go bad?
With the nation facing mounting cyber threats and a severe shortage of
qualified cybersecurity workers, the
K-12 sector is under considerable pres-

sure to make that a priority. But the
reality is that many school districts are
still struggling to protect their own networks, let alone prepare the high-tech
workforce of tomorrow.
That’s why Jeremy and Seth are the
latest students to be featured for Education Week’s Faces of the Future series.
Instead of finding themselves on
track for advanced degrees and lucrative
careers, the boys are at the center of a
possible criminal investigation.
“I can’t begin to fathom what they did
or didn’t know,” said Michele Stephens,
Seth’s mom. “They were far more knowledgeable than we could ever keep up
with.”

‘I Just Love Figuring Out Problems’
Having a young computer whiz in the
family can be a mixed blessing.
Just ask Jeremy’s grandmother.

On a gray October afternoon, Jeremy perched on the edge of her sofa,
hands wrapped around his knees in a
vain attempt to keep from fidgeting. He
sped through the process of helping the
82-year-old set up a new iPad, tossing
out mile-a-minute explanations of how
to set account preferences and send text
messages via Siri.
“Do they have a language on here
called ‘Jeremy Speak?’” his grandmother
asked.
Now a lanky teen with a wispy mustache, Jeremy started taking computers apart when he was 9. He built his
first machine from scratch when he was
11. Before long, he was trying to build
computing rigs with enough processing
power to “mine” encrypted digital currencies. After seeing what Jeremy had
learned on his own via Reddit, an IT
contractor offered him a job on the spot.
“I just love figuring out problems,”
Jeremy said. “People turn on their computer and think it’s magic. But there’s
actually way more to it than that.”
Unfortunately, said Jeremy’s mother,
Janet Currier, the local public schools
didn’t really tap into that passion for
hands-on problem-solving. Teachers and
counselors didn’t seem to know what to
do with him. The STEM classes offered
in middle school felt far beneath Jeremy’s
abilities. Potentially exciting computer
science classes weren’t available until
junior or senior year. Jeremy, focused intently on what he could accomplish right
now, started bristling at the Rochester
district’s heavy emphasis on college prep.
“I never wanted to go to school in the
morning,” he said. “Building stuff at
home was my only interest.”
Making things more complicated,
Jeremy had few friends.
One of the few peers who shared his
passions was Seth, a quiet boy who lived
about 10 minutes away.
Their families welcomed the connection.
By 7th grade, the two were having regular sleepovers, staying up all
night to play “Counter Strike” and mess
around on their computers.

‘Complete and Utter Access’
Seventh grade was also the year the
boys noticed a sticky note attached to
one of the public computers in the middle
school library. It had a username and
password on it, they said, in case students or staff wanted to look up books
but had forgotten their own credentials.
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Top: Jeremy Currier, 15, sits at his house in
Rochester Hills, Mich. Currier hacked Michigan’s
Rochester Community Schools district with his
classmate, Seth Stephens, 15, above, for three
years. As a result, Currier and Stephens were
expelled in May of 2018.

Jeremy and Seth discovered that by
logging in with the information on the
note, then closing out of the library software, they could access files that had
been shared with the library’s adult staff.
One of the files, they said, was a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with a filename that included the school year and
the word “students.” The file was unprotected. They opened it up.

It contained the passwords for every
student in the Rochester district.
“I was 12. I didn’t want to go up to
a teacher and say, ‘Hey, I just found an
entire list of student passwords,’” Jeremy said. “We wanted to do a little more
exploring.”
According to the boys, their next step
was to access the network from home,
via the district’s online portal.
Over the next two years, they also
found a district program that allowed
them to change passwords for everyone
in the system. They browsed through
selected teacher files containing lesson
plans, emails, tests, and answer keys.
They installed a software program
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called “TeamViewer” on a machine in the
back of a science classroom, turning it into
a “slave computer” that afforded them remote access to any PC in the district.
After the district installed new internet-enabled security cameras, the boys
found another sticky note with a username and password, left on the laptop of
a school security guard. They used that
information to access the camera system, figuring out how to pan, zoom, and
watch old footage.
The boys also installed crypto-mining
software on the district’s servers. It remains unclear whose idea it was, whether any money was generated, and who
had access to any proceeds.
It’s also not clear if that’s the full
extent of the boys’ exploits. Citing the
possible criminal investigation, both
families declined to answer questions
about the possibility of violations not referenced in the disciplinary documents
they received from the Rochester Community Schools, copies of which they provided to Education Week.
Regardless, Rochester technology officials bear considerable blame for what
happened, said Douglas A. Levin, a K-12
cybersecurity expert who first published
an account of the hack on his blog in September.
By leaving its network essentially unprotected, Levin said, the district made
it easy for Jeremy and Seth to execute a
mind-boggling security breach.
“The notion that two 12-year olds
were able to do this is honestly just extraordinary,” he said. “They had complete and utter access.”

‘It Was Very Much a Freakout’
But just as noteworthy, Levin argued,
is what the boys didn’t do.
There’s no evidence they cheated or
changed grades, disrupted classes or sold
answers to tests, zeroed out lunch balances or broke into anyone’s locker, installed
malware or deleted files, harassed people
online or stole anyone’s identity.
Through a bewildering ordeal, that
reality has given Seth’s parents some
solace.
“There are things in our everyday
lives that we can all do, that we have access to do, but you just don’t, because you
know that’s crossing the line,” his father
said. “I think that’s where Seth was.”
Scott and Michele Stephens met 17
years ago, while bowling. Not long after
they were married, they moved to Rochester Hills, a suburban community sub-
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How Can Schools Support Cybersecurity Education?
States, the federal government, and private businesses are all pushing the K-12
sector to start now with teaching students the foundational skills they’ll need to
protect the nation’s future information-technology infrastructure. It’s a big lift
for many districts, which often lack the money, curriculum, teachers, time, and
expertise to introduce such a big topic into an already-crowded school day.
But there are other ways to make sure students don’t languish or fall through the cracks,
said Davina Pruitt-Mentle, the lead for academic engagement for the National Institute
for Cybersecurity Education, which is housed in the federal Department of Commerce.
Among the resources available: independent cyberdefense competitions, statewide
cyber ranges, and programs like CyberPatriots and Hacker High School.
“You have to figure out the aptitude of these students and grab them
quickly so they can be put on the right track,” Pruitt-Mentle said.

The Troubling State of K-12 Cybersecurity
A spate of recent hackings and cyberattacks directed at K-12 schools—many by
students—has shone a harsh light on the weak cybersecurity practices in many districts.
Even more worrisome: Surveys suggest district technology officials don’t appreciate the
magnitude of the threat and often aren’t taking even basic steps to protect their networks.
“From a larger perspective, one has to wonder why it’s been so easy for
students to hack their schools,” said Douglas A. Levin, who runs the K-12
Cybersecurity Resource Center. “In this particular incident, [Rochester
Community Schools] left their systems essentially wide open.”

How Should Student Hackers Be Disciplined?
There’s no clear consensus in the field about how to discipline students
who hack into their district computer systems, and educators across
the country have handled incidents in very different ways.
Research suggests that harsh punishments such as expulsion
don’t have the intended effect, Harper said, either on those who
committed the offense or on the broader student body.
“The message you end up sending is that if students commit an
offense, they should do everything in their power not to get caught,
because there’s no way to repair what they broke,” she said.

divided into neighborhoods with names
like Meadowbrook Valley and Heritage
Oaks. The schools were a big reason why.
Seth’s elementary years went smoothly enough. He did well in his classes
and took care of his dog and developed
a quirky fascination with the Weather
Channel. He also showed an aptitude for
coding, which eventually led to him using YouTube tutorials to teach himself
programming languages like Javascript
and Visual Basic.
By 6th grade, though, serious issues

had surfaced. Seth was diagnosed with
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder.
He had trouble falling asleep. He would
close himself up in his room, get lost in
his computer, and refuse to go to bed. Explosive fights would ensue. Michele and
Scott removed the door to his bedroom.
Towards the end of 9th grade, they
found out Seth was failing three of his
classes.
Scott and Michele felt their son’s
needs were going unmet. Worse, his
computer talents seemed to be going un-
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recognized. They started seriously considering other options for the rest of high
school.
Still, the call from his principal, saying their son was in trouble, came as a
shock.
“It was very much a freak-out,” Michele said.

Staring Into Uncertain Futures
Officials from Rochester Community
Schools declined to comment on the case
or be interviewed about the district’s
cybersecurity practices, citing privacy
concerns and the possible criminal investigation.
But letters sent to the Stephens and
Currier families as part of the disciplinary proceedings against their sons spell
out the district’s perspective.
While the boys “did not directly threaten the safety of staff or students,” Rochester officials wrote, their breach of the
district’s network was “pre-mediated [sic],
deliberate, and ongoing.”
Giving Jeremy and Seth the chance to
make amends—perhaps by helping the
district better understand its cyber vulnerabilities—would not undo the privacy
violations suffered by staff or students,
Rochester officials maintained. Nor
would it compensate the district for time
lost investigating the hack and rebooting
its systems.
Ultimately, the district said, expulsion was necessary to deter other students from similar misbehavior.
That decision has left Jeremy and
Seth staring into uncertain futures.
Their long-term employment prospects should have been bright. In the
coming decade, for example, the federal
government will be looking for thousands of skilled cybersecurity workers.
The growing demand has only been underscored by a steady drumbeat of news
stories about hacks, cyberattacks, and
digital espionage.
But the boys are unlikely to be eligible
for many of those public-sector positions,
said Davina Pruitt-Mentle, who helps
head cybersecurity-education efforts at
the U.S. Department of Commerce in
Washington.
“Will they be able to pass a background check and get a security clearance?” she said, noting that the process
includes a review of candidates’ moral
character, not just criminal background.
“I’m not a lawyer, but my money would
probably be on ‘No.’”
Depending on how the possible crimi-

nal investigation unfolds, private-sector
employers may be more accommodating.
But even in the best-case scenario, the
teens face a rocky road to the postsecondary degrees and credentials that will unlock more than entry-level IT jobs.
Since getting kicked out of Rochester
Community Schools, Jeremy has enrolled
at Oxford Virtual Academy, a full-time
online school run by the Oxford, Mich.,
school district. He started the year on a
kind of probation; because of the nature
of his expulsion, the school wouldn’t give
him a laptop to use at home. So twice a
week, he heads to a storefront in a strip
mall to work at one of Oxford Virtual’s
drop-in centers.
Even before his expulsion, Janet Currier said, she felt on an island, trying to
encourage her son’s interests and talents, even though they’d long since exceeded her capacity.
Now, she alternates between fury and
exasperation at what she views as the
Rochester district’s scapegoating of Jeremy, as well as the criticism she’s received
on Facebook for not punishing him more
harshly.
“What am I supposed to do? Lock him
in his room? Set him on fire? Discourage
him from his chosen career path?” she
asked.
Seth’s education, meanwhile, now
consists mostly of online Khan Academy
courses.
No longer allowed to have a computer
in his bedroom, he works mostly downstairs, at a desk cluttered with game
controllers and Tootsie rolls, in the room
where his dad stores dozens of bowling
balls.
After working nightshifts as an electrician at the local Ford plant, Scott
spends his days home-schooling Seth,
trying to reach his son in a way that a
2017 National Blue Ribbon-winning
school district apparently could not.
With little idea how to proceed, Scott
has leaned on what he knows. The main
project he’s assigned Seth this semester
is to build a website and app that will allow bowlers to track their bowling equipment.
Seth says he still hopes to go to college, to study computer science.
His parents hope that opportunity
hasn’t been lost.
“It’s like there’s this big mature person inside of this little body,” Michele
said as her son hung his head quietly
beside her.
“He showed very bad judgment. But
they’re treating him like a criminal.”
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Five Hundred
Schools Have
Been Hit by
Ransomware
In 2019,
Report Finds
By Alyson Klein

T

he Mobile County School
District in Alabama. Guthrie Public Schools in Oklahoma. Pennsylvania’s Wyoming Area School District.
What do they all have in common?
They are among the 500 schools that
have been victimized by ransomware so far this year, according to a
recent report from the Armor Threat
Intelligence Briefing. What’s more,
15 districts were hit in the last two
weeks of September, just as the new
school year was rolling out.

That’s a big uptick from 2018, according to statistics from the K-12
Cybersecurity Resource Center.
K-12 schools experienced 119 cyber
incidents in 2018 and only about 10
percent involved ransomware.
Ransomware, in which hackers
seize a school’s data and may de-
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mand money for releasing it, can
lead to major interruptions for
schools.
Case-in-point: Over the summer, two school districts on New
York’s Long Island—Rockville
Center and Mineola—were held
hostage. Rockville Center paid
$88,000—more than many teachers’ annual salaries—to release
the data. Mineola had a back-up
server that wasn’t compromised
by the attack.
Connecticut had seven school
districts that were the victims of
ransomware attacks so far this
year. That translates to 104 individual schools, the most of any

state, the report found. And at
least two school districts—Monroe-Woodbury in Central Valley, N.Y. and the Flagstaff Unified School District—delayed the
start of the school year because of
ransomware attacks, the report
found.
What’s more, in July, Louisiana Gov. John Bel Edwards issued a state of emergency due to
ransomware and malware attacks
against several local schools. That
step made state resources available to districts, including the
Louisiana National Guard, the
state police, and the state’s office
of technology services.
And last month, the U.S. Senate passed the “DHS Cyber Hunt
and Incident Response Teams Act”
, which would authorize the Department of Homeland Security to
help state and local governments,
and school districts respond to
cyber threats and restore infrastructure after an attack. Similar
legislation has already passed the
U.S. House of Representatives.
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The Best Defense Against
Cyberattacks, From a District CTO
By Sean Cavanagh

A

s Melissa Tebbenkamp sees
it, cybersecurity is as much
about district behavior as
it is about the damage any
bad actor tries to inflict.
Tebbenkamp, the director of instructional technology for the Raytown Quality Schools, a 9,000-student school system
outside Kansas City, is expected to run
point in guarding against phishing scams,
malware, and other forms of cyberattacks.
But she’s also counting on her colleagues, from top administrators to the
district’s teachers, to make the right decisions when a suspicious e-mail lands
in their basket and something doesn’t
seem quite right.
So Tebbenkamp has put an emphasis on training staff to do their part to
make the district’s systems more secure.
Her district also puts restrictions on the
tech applications that staff can access
online, to keep the chances of unwanted
intrusions to a minimum.
“It’s about protecting where you have
control—which is your house—first,”
says Tebbenkamp. “We do have a growing concern about outside malicious attacks directly targeting us. But the biggest and most frequent [vulnerabilities
are posed by] our staff.”
Tebbenkamp has served in her tech
role in Raytown since 2006. She’s also
sought to help other district officials by
serving as co-chair of the Consortium for
School Networking’s Student Data Privacy working group, and as a member of
CoSN’s professional development and cybersecurity committees. She’s also served
on CoSN’s national board since 2014.
In addition, she’s consulted for the
Federal Trade Commission and U.S.
Department of Education on the impact
of federal privacy laws on schools and
online instructional tools. She’s also
led several workshops aimed at helping
schools and districts improve their data
governance programs.
Tebbenkamp recently talked with
Education Week Associate Editor Sean
Cavanagh about the lessons she’s

learned about cybersecurity, and what
she sees as critical steps for districts
trying to protect themselves.

Q: What is the biggest
cybersecurity risk school
districts face?
Your staff and students. Our biggest
risk is ourselves. That’s your biggest
preventable risk. You do have some
students who are really smart and
intentionally try to hack or gain access
when they’re not supposed to. But with
your staff, it’s more about the inadvertent
disclosure of information or clicking
on that phishing e-mail and allowing
access, or clicking on something that has
malware attached to it.

Q: What kinds of intrusions are
you most worried about?
Not in my district, but W-2 phishing
scams were big a few years ago, and
I still see those phishing e-mails
directly targeting our finance and
payroll departments, saying, “I’m the
superintendent and I need you to give
me this information.” Those are our
most frequent, and they’re hitting our
business offices, mostly.
On the staff side, if teachers have
administrative access to machines—
and many districts still do allow
it—their biggest threat is malware:
A teacher clicking on a link, or
inadvertently clicking on a link that’s
going to install malware on their
machine. Whatever trojan or virus
attached to it will wreak havoc or
exploit you in a way that’s preventable.

Q: There have been instances
of students hacking their districts’
systems. How significant is
that risk?
If your students have administrative
access, and they have the ability or
the permissions on their computers to
download malware, you also have that
same risk of them clicking a button
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Taking school security seriously: how Carroll County Public Schools is
approaching school vulnerability
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October 30, 2019
Carroll County Public Schools needed a solution that scaled alongside
their growing technology needs, but that radically increased their level of
security, and they needed a solution that could be easily implemented and
administered by their limited staff resources. They found a way to better
secure and protect their network and keep student data safe by turning to
the Microsoft cloud ecosystem.
Schools today face a paradox: on the one hand, they work to prepare
students for the world beyond the classroom, and that means preparing
them to use technology to solve problems. This technology requires
devices, logins, applications, connectivity, and more.

On the other hand, they are responsible for massive IT infrastructures, full of sensitive student data from
hundreds, thousands, and even tens of thousands of students, without the resources a similarly sized
enterprise would have to secure the data coming from a large number of diverse employees. To make
things worse, staff and students are often the most easily exploited by malicious agents, because they
lack an understanding of how IT security works, or what makes their own credentials and identities
vulnerable.

Sensitive data, sensible protections
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Chuck Kistler, Senior Network Engineer at Carroll County Public Schools, notes that when it comes to student data,
they have a lot of it: “Anything that’s considered private information, we’ll collect and store,” he says. Credentials,
logins, web traffic, app use, time on device, any personal information that forms part of a student’s identity relative
to other students in the county―all of that data spills in from the wide array of student activities across the
district, multiplied by approximately 26,000 students the district serves.
As their IT needs grew and their capacities to meet those needs matured, they implemented several of Microsoft’s
security features. Chuck described their process and scope of coverage:
“We've implemented Office 365 anti-phishing with certain users in the organization just because they’ve been hit
by other bad actors out in the wild who’ve made random junk email accounts and named it someone that they
know about here that is in a high position and can make decisions,” Kistler explains. “So, we scan attachments that
come through now, we’ll do safe links. We’ve made rules for incoming email from external domains. We’ve given
employees the ability to send secure email by placing a little tag in the email subject line that will send the emails
encrypted and, in some cases, auto-send it as encrypted based on an outgoing email address or based on the
content.”
According to Steve Bowser, Lead Network Engineer at Carroll County, they’ve added more precautions at the user
level.
“Our client systems now all use Window Defender,” he says, “and we’ve integrated Azure Advanced Threat
Protection to collect data from machines to look for lateral movement and any other kind of spyware and
malware.”
According to Kistler, “We’ve already found a few things. It has found leaked credentials, it’s found bits of malware
here and there, bizarre websites or applications that the end user is using, and we can block or enable those from
that point forward. We have Azure Information Protection established so we can send that data up to Azure for
evaluation. We have all our tenants protected and a bunch of rules to evaluate things that come in, like risky IP
and now, if people out in the wild are coming in risky, we can shut them down.“
Security, of course, is never absolute. There are always new attacks, new vulnerabilities, but Kistler and his team
are already seeing demonstrable return on the new technologies they’ve implemented. “In the last months I’ve
seen more than a few attempts from China,” he adds. “I’ve already seen the numbers go down, and I believe it’s
going to go down further.”

Unique targets, easy solutions
The reality is that schools provide ideal targets for hackers working on vulnerabilities within systems, because
hackers are less likely to be detected and traced. At the same time, staff and students are too often tricked into
providing critical information through phishing attacks, increasing a school’s overall exposure.
Bowser puts it simply. “Small, local governments and schools are an ideal target. They’re helping the bad guys
figure out how to get past security. That’s why we look for the sort of enterprise level security that Microsoft
provides. We’ve got a target on our back.” Kistler adds that “schools are often the easiest organization to target

ADVERTISEMENT

with so much public interaction; students or staff do something careless and they give away credentials, they visit
unsecured sites. And schools are often understaffed,
with no department of their own dedicated to security.”
ADVERTISEMENT
Under these circumstances, it makes sense to turn to an outside party that can provide the degree of security that
schools need and that student data deserves. When asked his advice for schools confronted with limited staff and
growing security needs, Bowser’s direction is clear.
"I would highly recommend Microsoft because they’ve done a good job for us. It’s helped us greatly. I think we’d
both tell other schools that they may not even know what’s going on if they don’t have something that’s
monitoring behind the scenes and looking at what they can see.”

View the story online at:
https://customers.microsoft.com/en-us/story/763072-ccps-education-aip-atp-usa-en

© Microsoft 2020
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Q: Can students access your
internal networks?
In our district, absolutely not. They
don’t have that level of access. But
in some districts, if you have iPads
or other devices that aren’t locked
down, and people can install Chrome
extensions or download applications,
you absolutely have that threat.
Students can bring in some of that on
USBs, as well. That inadvertent threat,
that can be managed at the core devicemanagement-rights level.

Q: What’s the information that
bad actors in the cyber arena
covet the most?
Information is probably not the
number one thing. Number one is
the computing power within a school
system. [They want] to leverage the
computing power in your servers to
start running the other schemes that
they run. It’s not necessarily about
the information. But they do want
student records. The latest from the
Department of Education is that a
student record on the black market
can be between $250 and $350. You
compare that to a social security
number, which is like 10 bucks.
Student records can be incredibly
valuable. Depending on what kind of
information they’re going over, most
of their targeted attempts for student
information are happening at the big
company level, rather than at the school
level. It’s really the resource-utilization
they’re interested in.

Q: Can you describe in more
detail the “resource-utilization”
cyber-attackers want?
It’s running processes on our servers
to use them to do denial-of-service
attacks. Or they want to try to hack
someplace—they don’t want to hack the
FBI from their headquarters. It would
be great for them to tunnel in here and
use our resources to initiate the hack.
Even at home, a lot of those viruses are

a student. There’s a lot of money in
that. Our kids under the age of 13 are
protected by COPPA for that, but how
valuable is that information? Also, in
the development of new products—
where are they succeeding, where are
students struggling? I’d hate to accuse
any company of buying that information
to find out where there’s a need in the
market, but I could see that, as well.
—Courtesy of Melissa Tebbenkamp

and triggering something. We do have
that small population of students—I
think every district does—that are
incredibly brilliant, and you run that
risk of hacking. And being aware of who
those students are and being mindful of
what’s happening on your network is an
important piece.
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Q: So what are the most
fundamental strategies to
protect school districts from
cyberattacks?

Melissa Tebbenkamp, the director of instructional
technology for the Raytown Quality Schools.

after resource utilization. A lot of the
hacks are going after people’s processing
power. And those are the ones that go
really unnoticed. We hear a lot about
the big data hacks where [hackers] stole
everybody’s credit card numbers.

Q: So if hackers were getting
access to your processing power,
how would you know that?
If you’re monitoring our network and
tracking the traffic on your network—we
do that—you know what looks off. You
know how much [traffic] a server should
have, in terms of download and upload.
That will help you identify when you
have resources being used maliciously.

Q: What’s your biggest worry
about student records getting
accessed?
Social security numbers aren’t worth
much anymore. But that information
that is tied to the individual...the
really scary part is some of our student
information is valuable to people who
want to prey on students. That’s one of
the pieces I used in my training with
teachers: We wouldn’t let someone come
in off the street and talk to our kids.
We need to protect all of their online
information, as if we’re protecting them
physically. Because that information
could give someone the ability to
approach a student, have a conversation
with them, and then target them.
And there’s a lot of marketing that
comes with identifying someone as

You obviously have to have the gates
closed. You need to have your firewalls
in place, and meet those best practices.
Your virus protection. The majority of
schools do that pretty well.
The next piece, once you take care
of the basics, is user training. Making
sure your staff know what a phishing
e-mail looks like, what those scams look
like, how to respond or not respond.
Where it’s important to share student
information, and where it’s not. That
end-user training is going to protect you.
That will protect you against the lost
USB drive with personal information
on it. That training can’t be once a year.
You have to keep it front of mind.

Q: What other steps do you
recommend to encourage staff to
manage cybersecurity?
The other thing is restricting
access. My teachers don’t need to have
administrative access to their computers
to do their jobs. We find a way to make
sure they have the resources they need.
It’s a little more load on my department,
but we stay safe. We don’t have the threats
of someone having all their documents
encrypted, and then having ransomware.
And then making sure you have
all your data backed up. And there’s a
layer of protection between what’s being
backed up, and your live environment. If
you get an attack on your network, and
you have a virus infect everything or
encrypt everything, that your backups
aren’t infected and you have a restore
point. If you accomplish those big pieces,
you’re so far ahead of the game.

Q: How are you defining
“administrative access”?
Some people refer to it as a power
user. It’s what allows you to install
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software on your computer. If I click
on “install now,” and it doesn’t prompt
me for an administrative password,
then I have access on your computer to
install that software. But if you have
access, that means so does anything
that comes down through the internet.
We have that safeguard, so our users
cannot install any software on their
computers.
That stops most of those malicious
attacks that come through that user
interface—from someone either
clicking on a bad website, or an
attachment in an e-mail. Because
whatever is downloaded doesn’t have
the rights to run what it needs to run.

Q: How easy or difficult would
it be for a district to restrict
administrative access?
It’s a big culture change. I
implemented it about 12 years ago, and
it’s a very, very hard change. But even
I, as CTO, don’t have administrative
access to my computer now, and
neither do any of my local techs. We
have a separate account, that has
elevated access, which you use only in
the instance when you need elevated
access. When you’re talking about
how most malicious attacks come in,
which is through the end-user, that’s
one of the key things you can do to
keep yourself safe. That culture change
goes all the way through to your
superintendent, your CTO, your CFO.
There’s no reason for any of us to have
that level of access.

Q: You mentioned the
importance of backing up your
data. What makes for an effective
backup?
If your permissions aren’t set
right on your backup server, and
you’re backing it up at the file level,
that ransomware will propagate and
infect everything. And so if it still has
permission to do that on your backups,
then all of your backups become
encrypted. You have to make sure
your backups are configured properly.
[It’s things like] making sure your
directories don’t have the ability to
write between each other.
My backups are in a read-only state;
they’re not able to have any write
permissions. If you’re using a backup
system software, you’re going to be
able to set that up properly. Where you
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run into trouble is where you’re doing
something homegrown and you’re just
doing copies of data over to a separate
server.

Published March 19, 2019,
in Education Week’s Special Report:
K-12 Cybersecurity: Big Threats and
Best Practices

Q: We hear of districts moving to
the cloud. What implications does
that carry for cybersecurity risks?

6 Steps for
Preventing and
Cleaning Up
Cyberattacks

Anytime you’re moving your data
to a location where a lot of other people
have their data, you become a bigger
target. Do you have a risk? Absolutely.
In terms of what are you willing to put
on the cloud versus in-house. Every
district has to make that decision.
And you have to look at your provider,
who you’re hosting with. What are
their security protocols? What is their
business continuity, how are they
protecting their files? Are they backing
up in a way that if something happens
or there’s a virus or encryption, can you
restore to a point that you’re healthy
again? Those are great questions to
ask your cloud provider. Some of them
do it great. Some will have a challenge.
There’s just certain data I don’t put in
the pool of everyone else’s data.

Q: For example?
If I host my student information
system [in the cloud], I have 9,000
student records here. If I go with a
hosted SIS that hosts 50 other districts,
now they have 500,000 records. Now,
it’s a lot more of a lucrative hack at
this point. A lot of school hacks we
hear about are the [really large ed-tech
platforms]. They’re big targets. You have
to look at what data you’re willing to put
out there. And what are the practices
the cloud-provider has out there?

Q: What other advice do you
have?
We look not just at cybersecurity,
but data privacy. We do a video at the
beginning of the year, and we do a
staff meeting at the beginning of the
year. Every Thursday, we send out a
communication. We send out a lot of
training videos. We try to use humor,
so people will actually watch them. On
May 4, we did one on a Star Wars theme
about phishing e-mails, and how to
become a master in spotting a phishing
e-mail. We try to keep them under four
minutes and focused on best practices.
We also do a poster campaign. We’re
attacking it through several angles.

By Sean Cavanagh

D

istricts face an intimidating array of cybersecurity threats. What
are some of the commonsense steps they can take
to make sure they’re protected, or that
they’re at least lessening the risks?

1. Determine the systems you
need to protect the most and
build your cyber protections out
from there.
Districts should identify information—such as students’ personal data,
or financial records—that must be
safeguarded and set a “baseline of controls” around that information, says
Doug Levin, the president of EdTech
Strategies, LLC.
The first steps in protecting that
information from hackers are likely to
include actions such as running anti-virus products, having proper firewalls,
and segmenting networks so a hacker
can’t get access to everything at once.
More sophisticated protections can
be scaffolded on from there, such as
two-factor password authentication.
But many of those more rigorous steps
require a heavier lift from the IT department, and potentially for district
employees and students. Districts need
to make a judgment about how sophisticated hackers coming after their information are likely to be, says Levin,
and what protections are worth it.

2. Train your staff, and
retrain them.
Teachers, administrators, and other employees need help on how to identify threats. And they need reminders
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throughout the year. Some districts
have sought to make this training
engaging, through videos and gamification.
As part of their training, staff
should be given information that details what phishing e-mails and other
scams look like. When districts are
hit by cyberattacks, it’s often because
staff members don’t recognize the
threat. As one district administrator told Education Week: “Our biggest
threat is ourselves.”
In addition, key staff should regularly be trained on how to respond to
crises, and the K-12 system’s crisis
plan should be revised after an attack, based on how well the district
performs during a simulation, according to a checklist put forward by the
Consortium for School Networking.

3. Think about restricting
administrative access.
Some districts don’t allow teachers, students, or even top district administrators to download software
on their machines that could allow
malware or a virus to penetrate their
networks.
This doesn’t mean district officials can’t download anything. But it
means they can’t download resources
that will install software or make
system changes that could infect a
machine and eventually a network,
says Melissa Tebbenkamp, the director of instructional technology for the
9,000-student Raytown, Mo., Quality
Schools, which has put in place those
types of controls.
Keep in mind that in many districts, restricting administrative
access will come as a huge cultural
shift, especially for teachers and administrators who are used to downloading what they want. Try to figure
out what essential resources these
staff need to do their jobs, then limit
the amount of freelance downloading
of software on devices throughout the
district.

4. Have an emergency-response
plan in place for when a
cyberattack hits.
Key personnel in a district should
be trained on how to respond to a cybersecurity crisis, which means putting staff through simulations of attacks, advises CoSN. Districts need

to make sure that plan has been
updated relatively recently; COSN
advises a refresh at least every two
years.
District tech leaders should also
be prepared in other ways. They
should know who their point of contact is in local law enforcement, advises Levin. And they should make
sure the school system’s attorney
knows about cyber threats and how
the district should respond.
In addition, K-12 officials need
to know whether the district and its
vendors have cyber insurance, and
what it covers. Pinning all of this
down up front is easier than trying
to scramble for help after a crisis has
struck.

5. Monitor your networks for
intrusions.
CoSN recommends that districts
have live monitoring in place to keep
track of network intrusions and viruses.
That’s important, because the focus of many hackers is not stealing
students’ or school employees’ personal information, says Tebbenkamp.
For some, the main focus is “resource
utilization”—gaining access to the
district’s network to launch attacks
on other users, so the attack can’t be
traced back to the hacker. If a district
is tracking information on its server, it
has a better chance of knowing when
malicious activity is underway.

6. Set clear expectations for
education and technology
companies.
Make sure you have a point person or group of people who are evaluating software for data-security
and vulnerabilities. That evaluation
needs to occur even if a district is
only using an ed-tech product for a
short term, such as with a pilot, says
Tebbenkamp.
She also advises districts to have
data-governance contracts with vendors, ensuring that they follow best
practices. Contract provisions include
making sure data is secure, including the times when it is transmitted;
that any company staff who come in
contact with district data have background checks; and that data gets deleted when it is no longer needed by
the school district.
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Why K-12
Cybersecurity
Is Only as
Good as the
Leadership
At the Top
By Doug Levin

B

orn in the 20th century, most
superintendents and school
board members are not experts in issues of technology,
much less cybersecurity. As
schools are growing increasingly reliant
on 21st century technology for teaching,
learning, and school operations, this
lack of expertise has consequences and
introduces new risks to school district
operations.
Consider that of the 18 peer groups
investigated by the Multi-State Information Sharing & Analysis Center in
a recent review, local K-12 schools were
reported to have the least mature cybersecurity risk-management practices of
any state or local government agency.
Similarly, a survey published last year
by the National School Boards Association found that school officials are less
prepared for cyberattacks than their
peers in private sector companies.
As they juggle other critical priorities, superintendents and school board
members may wonder what the scope of
their responsibility should be in weigh-
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ing cybersecurity risks and protecting
against threats. After all, isn’t that the
purpose of cybersecurity insurance and
the role of district technology staff? Why
would district leaders be expected to do
more? In what ways could they do more?
The hard truth is that we won’t see
fewer data breaches, fewer successful
phishing attacks, and fewer ransomware
incidents in schools until superintendents
and school board members jointly embrace
their cybersecurity governance responsibilities. Just as district leaders maintain the responsibility to manage risks
to students’ physical safety and health in
the context of natural and man-made incidents, they also need to take a lead role
in ensuring that their school systems are
appropriately managing the digital risks
to school communities introduced by the
embrace of technology. These include
risks to the confidentiality of data collected by school districts and their vendors,
risks to the integrity (i.e., the accuracy
and completeness) of that data, and risks
to the availability of IT systems and data
integral to the day-to-day experiences of
students, teachers, and administrators.
There are three primary ways that
superintendents and school board members—working in partnership with district technology staff—need to exercise
their cybersecurity governance responsibilities.

“The hard truth is that we won’t
see fewer data breaches, fewer
successful phishing attacks, and
fewer ransomware incidents in
schools until superintendents and
school board members jointly
embrace their cybersecurity
governance responsibilities.”
The first is via their ability to set
priorities for their school district. Every district needs to develop, formally
adopt, and implement a plan to manage
the cybersecurity threats and risks they
are facing. Such a plan should identify
the district’s critical IT and data assets,
and detail how risks to those assets will
be mitigated through policies, practices,
and/or technology tools. It should explain for which risks insurance will be
purchased, and—given that there are no
100 percent guarantees with cybersecurity—which risks will be accepted.
In addition, a district cybersecurity
plan should include procedures and guidelines for how the district will respond to

cybersecurity incidents experienced by
the district (or its vendors) when they inevitably occur. This is a question of liability—districts have been sued for negligent
cybersecurity practices in the wake of significant incidents—as well as legal compliance under evolving federal and state
privacy, cybersecurity, and data-breach
notification laws. Indeed, district leaders would do well to anticipate that when
their district experiences a significant
data breach or cybersecurity incident,
school community members, government
agencies and law enforcement, insurance
providers, and the media all will come
to them seeking public answers and accountability.
Superintendents and school board
members also need to show leadership
on cybersecurity through their authority
over the budget process. As part of their
fiduciary oversight of school districts,
superintendents and board members
should be able to crosswalk their cybersecurity risk-mitigation plans to budget
expenditures and track that spending
over time. That is not to suggest that
there is a magic dollar figure or percentage of a school IT budget that should be
spent on cybersecurity-related activities
as evidence of good practice. But by working with district technology staff to make
explicit budget assumptions and expenditures, district leaders can ensure and
document that cybersecurity measures
are being supported and are keeping
pace with emerging threats and protections. In cases where spending does not
match the need, budget transparency
can help garner the data necessary to reallocate or seek out additional funding.

“District leaders would do well to
anticipate that when their district
experiences a significant data
breach or cybersecurity incident,
school community members,
government agencies and law
enforcement, insurance providers,
and the media all will come to
them seeking public answers and
accountability.”
Finally, superintendents and school
board members need to put in place a
process to assess the quality of their cybersecurity plans and spending at least
once a year through clear organizational
metrics. Such metrics should include—
at a minimum—a reporting of the number, variety, and severity of cybersecu-
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rity incidents affecting or targeting the
district and its vendors and partners,
as well as one or more measures of the
cybersecurity awareness of district
staff. The process of determining and
periodically tracking progress against a
small set of meaningful metrics will go
a long way toward moving cybersecurity
risk management from district technology staff’s hands alone to weaving it
throughout the culture of the district.
District leaders are not only accountable to the public for managing cybersecurity threats; they are themselves
disproportionately targeted by hackers. That means it’s critically important
for superintendents and school board
members to set a good example via participation in cybersecurity training and
awareness events and strict adherence to
district policies.

“District leaders are not only
accountable to the public
for managing cybersecurity
threats; they are themselves
disproportionately targeted by
hackers. That means it’s critically
important for superintendents
and school board members to set
a good example via participation
in cybersecurity training and
awareness events and strict
adherence to district policies.”
Schools’ reliance on technology for
teaching, learning, and school operations
will continue to grow. Every district needs
to adopt a plan to manage cybersecurity risks, make sure they’re putting the
money and resources into supporting that
plan, and track the success of their strategy over time. District technology staff
can’t do all of that work on their own. Superintendents and school board members
should commit to creating a culture across
their districts that anticipates cyber risks,
rather than waiting to respond to attacks
from malicious actors after the fact.
Doug Levin is president of EdTech Strategies,
LLC and founder of the K-12 Cybersecurity Resource Center, which was launched in 2018 to
shed light on the emerging cybersecurity risks
facing U.S. K-12 public schools. He has been engaged in education and technology policy issues
for over two decades in a variety of prominent
roles, including serving previously as executive
director of the State Educational Technology
Directors Association.
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Teaching Students Cyber Ethics
By Jill Berkowicz and Ann Myers

A New York Times article reported:

tudent safety, student behavior, and student learning are
a trio of educator responsibilities. Educators have always
operated within and held
students to a standard of behavior memorialized in a code of conduct. Ethical
behavior, good manners, and certainly legal behavior are taught in homes, houses
of worship, and community groups, and
are reinforced by teachers and leaders
throughout the students’ thirteen years
in school. But, the cyber world is introducing new questions and more amorphous answers for all of the adults and
certainly for the children as well.
Now, with the ability to participate in
unsupervised online environments, the
stakes are higher for the children and the
responsibilities are greater for the adults.
Educators must understand the capabilities of the accessible digital tools so that
they can maximize their use in the education of their students. They must also
have this understanding to uphold their
obligation for safety and for moral, ethical and legal behaviors. It is no longer acceptable to shake off the use of technology.
Consequences are increasingly high. It is
as much a part of the educators’ responsibility as is the teaching of subject matter.
It is as much a responsibility of the educators as of the parents and guardians who
place the technology on the desks and in
the hands of the students. Ethical behavior, doing when no one is looking what you
would do if someone was, is essential to
good digital citizenship.
The unfortunate news from Colorado
is evidence of the need for this. Without
dedicated and ongoing attention to digital citizenship, more children will certainly wander into dangerous waters.
We learned that this past week from
students at a Colorado high school. Hundreds of nude photos were shared between students at both middle and high
schools and stored on their cell phones in
a disguised app. A review of the articles
reporting the event includes words like
“sexting ring” and “felony”, both would
have been phrases we would not like to
associate with students in schools.

Because it is a felony to possess
or distribute child pornography,
the charges could be serious.
But because most of the people
at fault are themselves minors
and, in some cases, took pictures
of themselves and sent them to
others, law enforcement officials
are at a loss as to how to proceed.

S

Because this sometimes happened
during the school day, the school is considered at least partially responsible. It
gets worse. There is more. In that same
article, it was reported that a “parent
had spoken to a counselor about her
concerns and the counselor responded,
there was nothing the school could do
because half the school was sexting.”

• Advocate, model, and teach safe,
legal, and ethical use of digital
information and technology,
including respect for copyright,
intellectual property, and the
appropriate documentation of
sources.
And administrators are called to:
• Promote, model and establish policies
for safe, legal, and ethical use of
digital information and technology
and
• Promote and model responsible social
interactions related to the use of
technology and information and
• Promote and model responsible social
interactions related to the use of
technology and information

Keeping Children Safe

Technology
knowledge

Adolescent
behavior

Leading and
teaching with
values and
ethics

The intersection of technology knowledge, adolescent behavior, and leading
and teaching with values and ethics is
the intersection where educator must operate from or else more adolescents will
find themselves in the same horrible situation these Colorado students have.

ISTE Guidelines
The International Society of Technology in Education, ISTE®, offers sets
of essential standards for students,
teachers, administrators, coaches and
computer science educators. One of the
domains of the standards is called “Digital Citizenship.” Teachers are called to

We cannot ignore the wonders or the
perils presented by current and future
technologies. We can no longer allow
educators, leaders or teachers to dismiss technology as unimportant and social media as a nuisance. Those views,
if held personally, must not be shared
or lived within schools. A new level of
alertness is required for the adults. It
is imperative for observation and acute
listening as students circulate illegal
photos of themselves and others, changing their lives forever. Educators cannot
stop students from enjoying the advantages of current and future technologies
outside of school but they can make students aware of the legal and ethical implications of actions. They can also help
educate parents and community leaders.

All Students Are Not The Same
As with all gaps in student knowledge to assume that all students are
equally knowledgeable about technology
is a mistake. Just as gaps in literacy,
math, study, and thinking skills exist,
the disparity of income can and does
contribute to a gap in use (digitalresponsibility.org). Both students swimming in the deep waters of social media
and those who are simply wading need
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teaching and modeling. No different
from other moral and ethical behavior
taught in schools, values and dangers of
technology use must be part of the educational process. One Colorado student
interviewed said no one had told the
students what they were doing was illegal. And, we can never underestimate
the power of peer pressure, even in the
world of the 21st century student in the
cyber world. What goes into that world
almost always remains there, delete or
not. Digital Citizenship references the
need for “Respect, Educate and Protect”
as themes for developing digital citizenship among students; simple and powerful messages for changing the behaviors
revealed in Colorado. (digitalcitizenship.net).
From kindergarten to 12th grade,
the integration of this information into
teaching and learning is essential. No
high school elective will do the trick...
this is something to be embedded into
the work of the students throughout
their school careers.

Successful Technology Integration
No matter whether the push for expansion of technology in schools comes
from a critical mass of faculty, parents,
community, or boards of education, the
vision for the way technology is used
and the way students and teachers are
prepared is, ultimately, in the hands of
the school leaders. We watched as the
superintendent and the athletic department staff made the decision about forfeiting the last game of the season. It
wasn’t an everyday moment and they
entered the extraordinary new day together. This is not a question of changing curriculum or directing teachers.
Preparing students to take advantage
of the technology that is in their hands
and on their desks safely is a school
responsibility. Helping students find
their way through this unlimited world,
teaching them how to incorporate it
into their learning, and guiding them
through the new challenges and questions that arise out there is a part of
what we must do. Whether while they
are still students in our schools like
those in Colorado, or after they graduate and are in the beginning of their
careers or in college, the results of our
efforts will be evident. Will they be informed, creative, critical thinking communicators? Or will they be off course,
uninformed and potentially felons? Part
of this choice begins now with us.
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On Teacher Evaluation
Editor’s Note: Assessing teacher
performance is a complicated
issue, raising questions of how to
best measure teacher
effectiveness. This Spotlight
examines ways to assess teaching
and efforts to improve teacher
evaluation.
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Editor’s Note:
In order to
implement the
Common Core
State Standards,
educators
need instructional
materials and
assessments.
But not all states
are moving at
the same pace,
and some district
s are finding
common-core
resources in
short supply. This
Spotlight
highlights the
curricu
professional develo lum,
pment, and
online resources
available to
help districts prepar
e for the
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Wanted: Ways to Assess
the Majority of Teachers
By Stephen Sawchuk

T

he debate about “value added” measures of teaching may
be the most divisive topic in teacher-quality policy today.
It has generated sharp-tongued exchanges in public forums,
in news stories, and on editorial
pages. And it has produced enough
policy briefs to fell whole forests.
But for most of the nation’s
teachers, who do not teach subjects or grades in which valueadded data are available, that
debate is also largely irrelevant. Now, teachers’ unions,
content-area experts, and
administrators in many states
and communities are hard at work
examining measures that could be
used to weigh teachers’ contributions to
learning in subjects ranging from career and technical
education to art, music, and history—the subjects,
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